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Abstract

We investigate four different privacy-sensitive features, namely
energy, zero crossing rate, spectral flatness, and kurtosis, for
speech detection in multiparty conversations. We liken this sce-
nario to a meeting room and define our datasets and annotations
accordingly. The temporal context of these features is modeled.
With no temporal context, energy is the best performing single
feature. But by modeling temporal context, kurtosis emerges as
the most effective feature. Also, we combine the features. Be-
sides yielding a gain in performance, certain combinations of
features also reveal that a shorter temporal context is sufficient.
We then benchmark other privacy-sensitive features utilized in
previous studies. Our experiments show that the performance of
all the privacy-sensitive features modeled with context is close
to that of state-of-the-art spectral-based features, without ex-
tracting and using any features that can be used to reconstruct
the speech signal.
Index Terms: Multiparty Conversation, Privacy-sensitive fea-
tures, Speech detection.

1. Introduction
Recently, there has been a growing interest in capturing spon-
taneous, multiparty conversations, also referred to as personal
audio logs, using portable recording devices [1, 2]. The main
interest here lies in the analysis of social interactions. How-
ever, capturing raw audio could breach the privacy of people
whose consent has not been explicitly obtained. An approach to
overcome this is to store features instead of audio, such that nei-
ther intelligible speech nor lexical content can be reconstructed
from these features [2]. This is what we call privacy-sensitive
features in this paper [2].

There are different applications that only use nonverbal
cues in speech for the study of social behaviors. For exam-
ple, [3] used nonverbal cues for analyzing dyadic conversations.
More recently, a privacy-sensitive approach was adopted to an-
alyze spontaneous multi-person conversations [4].

An important pre-processing step in conversational anal-
ysis is to perform speech detection. State-of-the-art
speech/nonspeech detection (SND) systems such as [5] uti-
lize spectral-based features. However, with these features both
speech and lexical content can be reconstructed. Privacy-
sensitive, instantaneous (frame-level) features for modeling
conversations have been used in [4, 3]. These features are based
on short-term autocorrelation and spectral entropy. Long-term
spectral averages have also been used as features for speech seg-
mentation in personal audio recordings [1].

In this paper, we investigate four different, classical short-
term features for speech detection by temporal processing of

the audio signal (i.e., without estimating the spectrum). These
features are energy [6, 7], zero crossing rate [6, 7], spectral flat-
ness [8], and kurtosis [7]. In addition to these four features, we
also systematically study the features proposed earlier in [4, 3].
Previous studies have mostly modeled the instantaneous values
of these features. In this work, we also model the temporal
context of these features. One of the goals of this study is to
approach the performance of a state-of-the-art SND system pro-
posed in [5], but only using privacy-sensitive features.

A key challenge in comparing features is a lack of standard
datasets, due to privacy concerns. To this end, we describe a
way of constructing a scenario close to the personal audio log
scenario using multiparty conversational meeting data. On the
meeting data setup, we analyze the above features, their com-
binations, and compare the performance with a state-of-the-art
spectral-based feature, namely mel frequency PLP (MF-PLP)
coefficients.

Our studies show that energy emerges as the best privacy-
sensitive feature among the four studied features without tem-
poral context modeling. The combination of the four features
leads to an improvement in the SND performance. Model-
ing the temporal context yields improvements for all privacy-
sensitive features, including the features from [4, 3]. Kurtosis
emerges as the best privacy sensitive feature among the four
when temporal context is modeled. Furthermore, the combina-
tion of the four features with context modeling, or of the fea-
tures described in [4, 3] can yield performance comparable to
the state-of-the-art spectral based features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A definition
of the dataset and annotations is provided in Section 2. Section
3 discusses the proposed system in terms of features, classifier,
and evaluation measure. The description of the results and the
discussion is provided in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally,
we draw some conclusions in Section 6.

2. Definition of data and annotations
Personal audio logs are collected by subjects wearing portable
audio recorders. The placement of the microphone is similar to
that of a lapel microphone used in recording meeting room con-
versations [2]. We identify this to a meeting room scenario cap-
tured using lapel microphones. In the context of meeting room
applications such as automatic speech recognition and speaker
diarization, given the lapel microphone signal, the interest gen-
erally lies in the speech segments of the wearer. Previous speech
detection studies, such as [5, 7] on meeting data, have focused
on this aspect. However, in conversation analysis, speech seg-
ments that are spoken by any speaker are also of interest. As
a consequence of this, crosstalk in the meeting task is part of
speech.



For our study, the lapel microphone recordings from meet-
ing room datasets are used. Unlike previous studies [5, 7],
where “individual” lapel ground truth is used to train the SND
system, we train the SND system using the ground truth ob-
tained by merging the speech segments from individual lapel
ground truths that are closer than a fixed time interval (100ms).
These individual lapel ground truths were defined and obtained
from [5].

We began our experiments using lapel microphone record-
ings from NIST [9], AMI [10], ISL [11] and ICSI [12] meeting
room data. Initial experiments revealed that due to the direc-
tional nature of the microphones used in ISL recordings, this
data is unsuitable for speech detection for speakers other than
the wearer. Consequently, in our subsequent experiments, we
used only NIST, AMI, and ICSI datasets. The training, testing
and cross-validation (CV) data from these datasets are identi-
cal to the system described in [5]. In all, the total data add up
to 100 hours of speech spanned over 120 meetings. And using
the ground truth defined above, the overall ratio of nonspeech
to speech was 1:4.2.

3. Description of SND system
In this section a brief description of the privacy-sensitive and the
state-of-the-art features is provided. The classifier used is then
discussed. Finally, the evaluation measure used is also detailed.

All the features are extracted by first pre-emphasizing the
signal and then by using a rectangular analysis window of
length and shift 25 ms and 10 ms, respectively. In addition, we
augment these basic features with their first and second deriva-
tives.
3.1. Privacy-sensitive features

1. Short-term energy (E): Studies have shown that short-
term energy has been one of the most important features
for speech detection [6, 7]. Furthermore, studies have
shown that long-term information in energy can be ex-
ploited for speech detection [13].

2. Short-term zero crossing rate (Z): The zero crossing
rate at a frame-level has been a popular feature for
voiced/unvoiced/nonspeech classification [6, 7].

3. Short-term spectral flatness measure (S): The short-term
spectrum of the nonspeech signal such as wideband
noise can be expected to be flatter than the short-term
spectrum of the speech signal. Thus a measure of spec-
tral flatness can be useful for SND. By normalizing the
spectrum, and viewing it as a probability mass function,
entropy can be used as a measure of the flatness of spec-
trum. Linear prediction analysis can also be used to de-
rive an efficient flatness measure of speech without ex-
plicitly estimating the spectrum [8]. The flatness mea-
sure is derived as the ratio of the energy in the model
error (residual) to the energy in the original signal. We
investigate the measure of spectral flatness obtained us-
ing the latter approach.

4. Short-term kurtosis (K): Kurtosis is derived from the
fourth order moment of a distribution and it measures
its “peakedness”. Speech samples have been shown to
have a flatter distribution and kurtosis has been shown to
be useful in detecting speech [7].

5. Features proposed in [3, 4] for privacy-sensitive speech
detection (AH) are the non-initial maximum of the nor-
malized autocorrelation, the number of autocorrelation
peaks and the relative spectral entropy.
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Figure 1: Number of hidden units vs frame accuracy on NIST
cross-validation data for three different temporal contexts.

3.2. Reference spectral-based features

The reference spectral-based features (that is, non privacy-
sensitive) are taken from a state-of-the-art SND system [5]. The
features consist of 12 MF-PLP coefficients (computed using
HTK), and first cepstral coefficientc0, with their delta and ac-
celeration coefficients, in addition to energy and kurtosis. In [5],
these were augmented with a set of cross-channel based fea-
tures. Since we use each microphone channel independently,
we drop the cross-channel based features, while we retain all
the other features.

3.3. Classifier

The features are analyzed using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
classifier. The MLP is trained for speech/nonspeech classes
based on the ground truth definition described in Section 2, us-
ing two output units and minimizing the cross-entropy criterion.

In order to study the effect of temporal context modeling for
privacy-sensitive features, we vary the temporal context at the
input of the MLP from 0 to 401 frames (i.e., from 10 ms to 4010
ms). Varying the number of MLP hidden units from 1 to 1600
clearly shows (on CV data) that about 200 units yields optimal
performance, independently of the privacy-sensitive feature be-
ing used. Fig. 1 illustrates this for feature combination (S+ E
+ Z + K). Based on this observation, we use 200 hidden units
for all the privacy-sensitive features.

The reference features were analyzed with a trained MLP
using 31 frame context (310 ms) as the input layer and 50 units
in the hidden layer, as done in [5]. The selection of the train-
ing, testing, and CV data follows the procedure described in [5].
Finally, all the features are normalized to zero-mean and unit
variance at the input of the MLP using the global means and
variances estimated on the training data. It is noted that all the
features were augmented with delta and acceleration features
because experiments on CV data showed that using first and
second derivatives improved the performance of all the features.

3.4. Evaluation measure

For evaluation, we use the area under the receiver operating
characteristics (ROC) curve as a metric to evaluate speech de-
tection, as in [7] . The ROC curve is plotted by varying the
detection-threshold on the posterior probability estimates pro-
vided by the MLP. A value of50% for the area under ROC
indicates a random performance and value of100% indicates a
perfect classification. Furthermore, this measure was selected
so that the evaluation measure is not biased towards a prior dis-
tribution of speech and nonspeech.



Table 1: Performance (in percentage of area under ROC) on NIST data for all studied features. The best performance by AH is
highlighted in bold and italics while the best performances by EZK and SEZK are highlighted in bold.

context(ms) E Z S K EZ EZK SEZK AH

10 73.5 67.3 70.6 51.9 74.8 75.4 73.4 74.9
250 79.8 78.1 79.8 78.8 81.0 82.2 80.9 83.0
510 80.1 78.8 80.5 81.5 82.6 83.1 81.2 83.3
1010 81.1 78.8 80.1 81.9 81.6 82.6 81.4 82.7
2010 79.7 78.3 79.6 80.7 79.8 80.3 78.5 81.3
4010 77.1 76.1 78.3 79.5 76.4 80.0 77.6 79.7

MF-PLP + Energy + Kurtosis (reference features): 83.0

Table 2: Performance (in percentage of area under ROC) on AMI data for all studied features. The best performance by AH is
highlighted in bold and italics while the best performances by EZK and SEZK are highlighted in bold.

context(ms) E Z S K EZ EZK SEZK AH

10 77.5 62.2 72.2 52.2 77.4 79.4 79.7 79.8
250 85.4 79.7 82.5 85.6 88.3 89.4 90.1 89.7
510 87.2 81.5 84.7 87.9 90.4 91.1 91.5 90.3
1010 88.2 81.7 85.1 88.6 90.4 91.1 91.6 90.2
2010 88.4 81.7 84.9 88.5 89.3 90.6 91.0 89.8
4010 86.6 77.6 82.9 88.1 86.7 88.1 89.7 88.3

MF-PLP + Energy + Kurtosis (reference features): 91.3

4. Results

The results for all the privacy-sensitive features and the spectral-
based feature are reported in Tables 1, 2, and 3 for NIST, AMI,
and ICSI meeting data, respectively. In the discussion that fol-
lows, EZ, EZK, and SEZK denote E+ Z, E + Z + K, and S
+ E + Z + K, respectively. The findings from the study are
summarized as follows.

4.1. Effect of temporal context

We first look at the 4 individual features: E,Z,S and K. We ob-
serve that when no temporal context is used, energy performs
the best, and kurtosis fares the worst. On the other hand, when
a temporal context of at least 1 sec is provided, kurtosis emerges
as the best single feature. We note that when temporal context
is modeled, all four features gain in performance. However,
it can be observed that different features utilize different con-
text lengths to attain their best performance. It can be seen that
modeling temporal context also improves the performance of
AH features, reaching a maximum at 500 ms context.

4.2. Combination of features

Combining the privacy-sensitive features results in an increase
in performance. In most cases, it also leads to a decrease in the
needed amount of context. For example, the feature EZ always
yields performance equal to or better than either E or Z used
individually. Further, we note that EZ achieves the best perfor-
mance with a much shorter latency than either energy or zero
crossing. This behavior of reduction in context was observed
for other pairwise combinations as well. On the other hand, the
addition of spectral flatness to EZK does not consistently im-
prove the performance. Observe that while EZK is better than
SEZK on NIST data, SEZK is better than EZK on AMI and
ICSI data. This can be due to different temporal context lengths
needed for different features. Finally, the combination study
shows that the latency of the speech detection system, when
modeling temporal context, can be reduced. For instance, one
can observe from the results that a context of 500 ms or 1 sec

is optimal, and that the difference between the performance of
500 ms context and 1 sec context is mostly negligible. Thus one
can choose to operate at a lower latency.

4.3. Comparison between SEZK and AH

It can be observed that the performance of the AH features is
not significantly different from the performance of the SEZK
features. This can be explained in part by the fact that the two
sets of features are similar in nature. For example, while zero
crossing rate can be seen as being similar to the number of auto-
correlation peaks, spectral flatness is similar to relative spectral
entropy. The differences between the features arises from non-
initial autocorrelation peak (provides an estimate of the amount
of voicing) being different to energy and kurtosis.

4.4. Comparison with reference features

Lastly, we compare how the privacy-sensitive features perform
against the reference spectral-based features. SEZK and AH
perform similar to the reference features on NIST and AMI
datasets. But on ICSI, we observe that the reference feature
is significantly better than SEZK or AH features. We note that
AMI was recorded in a small meeting room environment and
consequently, the speakers were closer. On the other hand,
ICSI meeting corpus was recorded in a larger meeting room
with speakers being farther apart. This means that the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the speech signal of a speaker who is
farther from a lapel microphone is lower. Our hypothesis is that
the MF-PLP features handle this case more effectively.

5. Discussion
Kurtosis emerges as the best single feature with context, but
achieves a low performance with no context. However, [7] re-
ports good performance for kurtosis with no context modeling.
This could be due to a much larger short-term analysis window
(160 ms) being used in [7] to estimate the fourth order moment,
while we use a uniformly shorter analysis window of size 25 ms
for all features. This suggests the use of multi-scale short-term
analysis windows for different features. We want to investigate



Table 3: Performance (in percentage of area under ROC) on ICSI data for all studied features. The best performance by AH is
highlighted in bold and italics while the best performances by EZK and SEZK are highlighted in bold.

context(ms) E Z S K EZ EZK SEZK AH

10 72.2 51.2 60.3 51.7 74.3 73.7 73.8 72.7
250 76.1 64.0 72.6 76.6 80.4 83.0 83.3 83.5
510 77.0 69.5 75.1 79.1 81.8 84.6 85.0 85.7
1010 76.7 69.0 74.1 81.4 81.8 84.4 83.6 81.8
2010 75.2 67.3 72.2 81.9 80.1 82.3 81.1 80.7
4010 74.6 67.3 69.9 81.8 77.3 79.6 79.1 83.0

MF-PLP + Energy + Kurtosis (reference features): 90.3

this aspect in our future work.

On the other hand, providing large temporal context pro-
vided a way of regularizing kurtosis. As remarked in Section 4,
the best performance of different single features suggests the
use of different temporal context lengths. This could be one of
the reasons why the performance of SEZK is not consistently
higher than EZK. The issue of feature-dependent temporal con-
text can be handled by first finding the optimal context for each
feature and then utilizing that information to append the fea-
tures accordingly when performing feature level combination
or by combining the optimal classifier outputs. This is part of
future work.

“Fundamentalness” was shown to be a promising feature
in [7]. It was defined as having the maximum value when both
amplitude and frequency modulation magnitudes are minimum.
In addition, the long-term spectral-based feature proposed in [1]
was shown to be effective for speech segmentation. We plan to
include these features for comparison in our future studies.

Personal audio logs contain audio recorded in various
places, and so features for speech detection need to be robust
to varying environments. Future work will examine the robust-
ness of all the privacy-sensitive features studied in this paper.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated four different privacy-sensitive
features, namely energy, zero crossing rate, spectral flatness,
and kurtosis, for speech detection in a multiparty conversation
scenario that is closer to personal audio log scenario. We de-
fined the datasets and annotations accordingly. Our studies
showed that energy yields the best performance when no con-
text was used, but using temporal context, kurtosis emerged as
the most effective feature. Combination of features yielded a
gain in performance. Combinations also revealed that a shorter
temporal context could be sufficient. Finally, our study showed
that privacy-sensitive features can achieve performance simi-
lar to the speech detection system using state-of-the-art non-
privacy-sensitive spectral based features.
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